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Editor’s Note
Welcome to the Winter Issue!
This issue is packed with awesome
interviews, information about your
physical and mental health, hot &
cuddly art, cranny food & drinks, superinteresting reads, jammin’ music, lesbian
history, current events, underwear and
so much more! As always a huge shout
out to our crazy talented contributors and
our fabulous advertisers! Thank you to
JoJi for the cover art! I made my editor’s
note short & sweet so we could hear from
my hot husband/business partner/author
of gay fantasy fiction re: why he insisted Len Dannelke write about cranberry
drinks and treats.
Why Cranberries Are So Important
By Gary Gaugler Jr.
Is there anything better than biting into a tart sour fruit berry that stings your
mouth? Hi, I’m Gary Gaugler of The Gay Journal, and if you’re like me and
you love the idea of sinking your teeth into something that contorts your face
because of its abrasive taste, then you’ll love cranberries.
The word cranberry comes from the old Germanic word dinglishberry which
of course means dingleberry in English.
In the old country of Scotland the Gaugler’s first discovered the versatile
cranberry and noted it’s ability to provide sustenance through a harsh
winter. Back then the Gaugler’s were known as the Crannys due to their
infatuation with the strange fruit.
In the bogs of Scotland great great great Granny Cranny would go down to
the Loch Ness and ride Nessie across to harvest the little red nuggets.
Prior to juices and jellies, Great Granny Cranny used the hard little stones for
sweetening her meats, baking pies, and the very obvious constructing anal
beads to sell at market. Granny Crannys anal beads were so popular that they
became known as Cranal Beads.
When the great cranberry famine of 1869 hit my family lost everything and
had to travel to the new world. They nearly lost everything but the one thing
they could never lose was their love of a good hard cran.
So this Christmas as you eat a sour cran think of what great Granny Cranny
used to say “when life bogs you down reach into that bog and grab yourself a
dingleberry.”
Wishing you all the Happiest of Holidays and a Safe & Loving 2020!
Steve & Gary

Contact us at lvgayjournal@gmail.com, or
Gaugler-Libby, LLC
PO Box 421
Stockertown, PA 18083
like us on FB and visit our website:
www.thegayjournal.net
The opinions and views expressed by our contributors are not
necessarily that of The Gay Journal, Gaugler-Libby, LLC or our
-7;uঞv;uvĺ

ON THE COVER: All I Want For Christmas is You by JoJi Art

CONTRIBUTORS' BIOS
Lenora Dannelke is an independent journalist who covers food, travel or
anything fun. She lives in Old Allentown and loves a good Bloody Mary. She
is owned by a 12-year-old rescued boxer named Scoobie. Look for her most
Saturday afternoons at the Allentown Farmer’s Market.

When TAJ isn't doing fabulous hair in the Lehigh Valley he's either modeling
or styling for editorial shoots in NY. To book with TAJ, you can find him at
The Salon in Allentown.

When Gary Gaugler, Jr isn’t saving the world at his office job, he enjoys
writing his book series and playing video games. His passions include cats,
shenanigans, and weekend cocktails (though perhaps not in that order). He
resides in Allentown with his husband, Steve.

Corinne Goodwin serves as the Webmaster and social coordinator for
Lehigh Valley Transgender Renaissance, a support group for transgender
individuals that serves the Lehigh Valley and surrounding counties. After
serving in executive capacities for Fortune 50 companies she started her own
consulting firm in 2010. If you see her out and about be sure to say hello!

Liz Bradbury is the Director of the Training Institute of the BradburySullivan LGBT Community Center and has been an activist since she ran
an LGBT committee in grad school in 1979. She’s written over 400 published
articles on LGBT issues, and is the national award winning author of the
lesbian detective novels: The Maggie Gale Mysteries.
Jason Leonhard is three toddlers in a trench coat; please don't tell anyone.
After earning his BA in music composition and media & communications
from Muhlenberg College in 2018, he moved to Boston and currently works
as Marketing & Communications Manager for Urbanity Dance. In his free
time he writes music and stresses over grad school.
Offering new ideas on modern wedding photography, Dustin Weiss offers
an editorial approach to capturing weddings. Custom creativity is added
to our photographs. Fine-tuning each image… Treating every photo, every
moment, every memory like the wonderful work of art they are!

Nehemias Nunez and The Salon crew: In addition to their regular full time
employment at The Salon, this crew helps bring the fun, sass, and talent
to all of our photoshoots while making everyone feel even more beautiful
than they already are. They are even on top of their game at 8:00 on Sunday
mornings!
Jessica F. Moyer, Esquire is a partner with the KingSpry Law Firm.
She concentrates her practice in family and education law and serves as
assistant solicitor for numerous school entities. Ms. Moyer has written
articles on a variety of family law topics and has served as a panelist for
several continuing legal education courses. She co-authored a chapter
on family issues for non-traditional families in the manual Legal Issues
Confronting Lesbians, Gays, Bi-Sexuals, and Transgenders, and is often
invited to present on this topic to schools and colleges.
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AnneLister

Is My
Newby LizHero.
Bradbury

P

eople are always asking me how we really know if historical figures were really Gay. Most of my Queer perspective is based
on who slept where, amorous letters or poems professing deep affection, artistic visual cues, and even the occasional sodomy
lawsuit. But when it comes to Anne Lister (1791-1840), autodidact, dauntless traveler, science enthusiast, mountain climber,
resourceful businesswoman, a bit of a snob, and perhaps the most significant diarist of the early 1800s, we KNOW Anne Lister
loved women…and had sex with them….and exactly how she had sex with them. Because she recorded it all in a 29-volume diary
encompassing 7722 pages and roughly 5 million words.

T

oo often historians have insisted that 19th century women in Lesbian relationships were really just
sexless good-friends, because no evidence of erotic behavior in the bedroom existed. Anne Lister’s

diaries have altered that conversation. After a night of passion Anne wrote, “At last I got my right hand up
her petticoats and after much fumbling thro’ the opening of her drawers, and touched (first time) the hair
and skin of queer.”
Though only 5’4’ tall, Anne Lister was formidable. She strode though the country-side with a swift
up-right gait in heavy leather man-style boots, she was fiercely intelligent and full of boundless energy,
she wore almost exclusively black clothes that were masculine in style, she was an avid reader who easily
remembered the information she amassed and consumed from her large library. She inherited Shibden
Hall, the Lister family estate in Yorkshire, England because her 5 older brothers had all died before reaching
the age of 22, and her uncle believed she was capable of running it. And she was charming, especially to
(many, many!) women.
According to her journals Anne didn’t want to be a man – she wanted to be independent, free-thinking,
and free from the limits that society imposed on women in the early 1800s. And she unequivocally wrote

Oil Portrait of Anne Lister by Joshua Horner (1830)

that she wanted to share her life with another woman.

A

nne’s parents sent her away to school when she was 15-years-old. She and her roommate
Eliza began a love affair and wrote about it in a code they devised together using algebra

and Ancient Greek symbols. Anne gallantly only described the steamier and explicit parts of
her lovemaking in what she called crypt - or crypthand, writing about 1/6 of the journals (over
750,000 words) in symbols. After her death the journals were stored in the attic of Shibden Hall.
Shibden Hall passed down through the Lister family, and in 1933 the journals were discovered by
Anne’s descendant John Lister. John, with his friend schoolteacher Arthur Burrell, managed to crack the
code and decipher the “scandalous” parts describing Anne’s conquests. Arthur apparently gasped, “Hardly
any of them escaped her!” and encouraged John to burn the journals rather than bringing disgrace upon
his family name. Luckily John opted to hide the diaries back behind the walls,
where they weren’t discovered again until more than 50 years later, when the estate
had become a public museum.
Anne’s “plain-hand” journal entries covered everything in her life, from her
complex business dealings, to the Queen of Denmark’s birthday party (history
suggests the Queen, aka Marie of Hesse-Kassel, was a Lesbian), to her stressful
relationship with her only sibling, her younger sister Marian, whom she refers to
as “cock of the dunghill”.
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Anne Lister’s Ancestral Home - Shibden Hall, now a museum

I

n 1988 scholar Helena Whitbread carefully decoded thousands of pages of Anne’s most
intimate “crypthand” writings. Among other bold statements Anne wrote in 1820:

I love and only love the fairer sex, and thus beloved by them in turn, my heart revolts from any
love but theirs.
Once decoded, Helena Whitbread further deciphered what some of the terms Anne used
actually meant. For example, when Anne wrote about an encounter with the woman she fell
dazzlingly in love with, Marianna Belcombe…
I took off my pelisse and drawers, got into bed and had a very good kiss, she showing all due
inclination and in less than seven minutes, the door was unbolted and we were all right again.
Whitbread figured out that “kiss” was code for sex. She also discerned that a “Q with a curl” meant a
sexual experience, and reaching for her “queer,” meant her pubic hair and clitoris.
Anne referred in detail to “grubbling”- a word that appeared time and again and meant over the sweater action.
At the beginning of her relationship with Ann Walker, whom she ultimately settled down with and
married she wrote: “Incurred a cross thinking of Miss W - first time.” “Incurred a cross”, or just an X in the
margins, denoted an orgasm.
When
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After many brief hook-ups and 5 serious relationships, Anne finally began to court heiress Ann Walker,
who was very rich, 13 years younger, and whose mental health was occasionally fragile. After a roller
coaster courtship, Ann Walker agreed to wholeheartedly commit her life in marriage with Anne. They took
the sacrament together in church on Easter Sunday 1834, which they considered their marriage ceremony.
Soon after, Anne Walker wrote in her own diary, “Three xxx’s better to her than to me.” (Yeah baby!)
Above: Except of Anne’s “crypthand” code
Below: Watercolor Portrait of Anne Lister probably by Mrs. Turner
of Halifax (1822)
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She wrote that if she were to go against her natural tendencies, THAT would be contrary
to God’s wishes. Anne wrote, “I feel relief from unburdening my mind on paper.” Her stable mental health may have stemmed from this.
There was occasional anti-LGBT backlash. Some neighbors rudely referred to Anne as Gentleman Jack. (Jack meant dyke.) A more genteel way of implying a
woman “liked women” was by saying “she’s wintering in Rome.” But though Gay male sex was subject to harsh legal penalties and even death in the 1830s, Lesbian
sex was not illegal, perhaps because Queen Victoria, who had just started her reign, said it couldn’t
be illegal because it was impossible. Anne’s diaries have certainly proved her wrong.

G

entleman Jack also happens to be the title of a new BBC series that can be seen in the US on
HBOgo. It’s based on Anne’s life especially during the period of her relationship with Ann

Walker and doesn’t back off the frank portrayal Anne’s sex-charged exploits in the bedroom, and the
Moss House, the parlor, the stagecoach, the cliff side, etc, etc.… Gentleman Jack stars the brilliant
Suranne Jones (Doctor Foster, Coronation Street) as Anne Lister, and the equally brilliant Sophie
Rundle (Peaky Blunders) as Ann Walker. The series was created and is written by genius Sally
Wainwright who also wrote, Last Tango in Halifax, Unforgiven, and Happy Valley. Binge it quick
before the next season comes out.

On April 27th, 2020, Liz Bradbury will be presenting an Art and History From a Queer Perspective
Class in the covers Ann Lister in celebration of Lesbian Visibility Day, at the Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT
Community Center in Allentown. Don’t miss it and don’t miss Gentleman Jack.
Suranne Jones as Anne Lister and Sophie Rundle as Ann Walker in the
BBC/HBO series Gentleman Jack | Photo by Matt Squire/HBO
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An LGBTQ Life

Documented
Corinne and Catherine

through poetry
by Corinne Goodwin

A

s a student in high school and college I struggled whenever the
topic of poetry came-up. Whether it was the Epic of Gilgamesh,
Japanese Haiku, Shakespeare’s Sonnets or Whitman’s Leaves of
Grass, I just could not wrap my head around poetry. I found Iambic
Pentameter to be daunting and the symbolism trying. My tendency
has been to think “Why don’t they just get to the point” and then plow
on through so that I could check the box and move on to something
that mattered more. Then something changed.

a woman who was doing their best to support her gender-diversity (as
was mine) and was trying to find her path forward (as was I). We were
having a great time when she dropped a bomb into the conversation.
She was a poet and would be excited if I would read some of her work.
I think I did a pretty good job of restraining an eye-roll and did the
polite thing as I said “Certainly!” Within days she had sent me several
poems and my opinion of poetry changed. I learned that like all art,
the best poetry is relatable and personal.

I met my friend Catherine Glenn at a casual lunch several years ago.
She had worked for large companies in a sales role for many years (as
had I), had started a new career in mid-life (as had I), was married to

There is more information about Catherine at the end of this article,
but for now, I will let some of her poetry speak for itself.

I sit in darkness, walk in light
November 10, 2015
I sit in darkness, walk in light
I sit in darkness, walk in light
The Reverend Swanson pleads
“Place no smiley face on the wound
we must see the boil, taste the puss!
nearly crying, his book of hate held high,
Please, no smiley face on the wound!”
I sit in darkness, walk in light
I sit in darkness, walk in light
Because I let my children read
those magical books I must, he commands
drown them, millstones about their necks
giving them time to feel my sin
saving them from my sin, their own inevitable sin
I sit in darkness, walk in light
I sit in darkness, walk in light

After the meeting, the little lesbian girl
holds me, whispers to me “How can you
love me when you don’t even know me?
My mother doesn’t love me through tears
How can you? I love you.”
I sit in darkness, walk in light
I sit in darkness, walk in light
I teach your children
I love them, too –
the girls who love girls
the boys who love boys
and the ones who hide in darkness –
Because I, too, sit in darkness
walk in light, yet cast no shadow
because that which is I, sits in darkness
I sit in darkness, walk in light
I sit in darkness, walk in light

Notes: As part of the LGBTQ
community, I am always attuned to
the near constant assault on my very
existence by those who think they
are better than or more “normal”
than me, especially clergy within
the evangelical realm who feel they,
and only they, know the true word
of God. The Reverend Swanson, a
minister somewhere in the Midwest,
not only felt I should die because
of who I was created to be but also
because I let my children read Harry
Potter novels. And that my children
should die because of my sin and
their sins for reading the books, all
of them. Then there was the little
lesbian high school girl who hugged
me after I spoke to her GSA club
one afternoon. Sometimes I just
wanted to scream out loud about
the insanity of all this and to finally
be honest with the world about me.
When I wrote this, I was getting
closer to that day.
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An LGBTQ Life Documented Through Poetry (Continued)

What if Eve
January 25, 2016
Notes: This was written for all
the young women I’ve taught in
my classroom who told me they
weren’t good enough in science
or math or able to do one thing
or another because they were
just girls and only boys do those
things, that boys were better.
Nonsense. Lately, I think this
poem has a broader application
to all women in a patriarchal
world. And, personally, it
reminds me to not be as silent
as I have been through most of
my life.

What if Eve
had just been listening, intent
in conversation with the stream about water
of life with the earth, about giving birth
what if she was just speaking we
to women about women

What if it was Adam
just a young curious boy
just as all young boys since
reckless and fearless
and lying when caught
blaming the girl

What if Eve
never actually bothered with the serpent
other than a nod of good afternoon
because she saw through his insincere hissing
dismissing him, understanding
his character as women do

What if God saw all this
gave Adam, gave men
the opportunity to change, accept
their mistake but they did not
and they blustered their lie more loudly
covering their guilt with the serpent’s knowledge

What if Eve
had learned on her own the joy
in the blue sameness of a robin’s egg and the sky
in digging her toes into earth’s soft skin
in playing finger games with the stream
what if she did this without an apple

What if God touched Eve
an instant later for Him, millennia for us
gave her the gift of true knowledge
told her to rise and use it
told her to save His creation
What if Eve stands, listens, then speaks

Puberty, a reprise
June 11, 2017
Notes: I began HRT at
64. I was scared to death
while holding that first pill
in my hand. There was no
expectation of any great
physical change but there was
hope that the incongruity I had
lived with for my entire life
would melt away and, finally,
there would just be me; the
real me staring back in the
mirror rather than the costume
I’d lived with for almost seven
decades.

This time
no trepidation
nor unknown
nor unaligned
or crazy
this time
wonder and wondering
converge
this time
just one me
forever

About Catherine Glenn
A semi-retired high school science teacher who is also a semiout transwoman. Catherine has not come out entirely due to
constraints she experiences by continuing to work in public
education, her chosen and long sought-after avocation. Her
journey has been supported by, and often guided by, her spouse
who is also her poetic muse. She has published four collections
of poems and essays. Individual poems have been published
in several local, regional and national journals under her male
name. In addition to being invited to read at the Philadelphia
Public Library, she has been the featured poet at nearly two dozen
venues throughout the Mid-Atlantic area, a regional poet laureate
and a finalist for the Eric Hoffer Award in Poetry.

This November 20th will be the Transgender Day of Remembrance
(TDOR).
TDOR was started by transgender advocate Gwendolyn Ann Smith as a
vigil to honor the memory of Rita Hester, a transgender woman who was
killed in 1998. The vigil commemorated all the transgender people lost to
violence that year and has become an annual tradition. In 2019 the day will
be marked by services and vigils in over 135 cities and 20 countries.
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If You Cannot Attend… You Can Still Take Action
Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton and Reading PA all have ordinances that
protect LGBT people from discrimination and violence. But laws do not
mean anything if we do not support them and work for their enforcement.
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ANNEMARIE SHANKWEILER

KATY LUXION

ARIN JAYNES

ADRIAN SHANKER, EDITOR

Bodies
and
Barriers
Q u e e r A c t i v i s t s o n H e a lt h
A conversation with editor Adrian Shanker
When I introduce someone as a local activist I immediately cringe because the word local implies that their impact is on a smaller stage than, say
a world-renowned activist. Adrian Shanker’s tireless activism has largely been east of Harrisburg, concentrated in the Lehigh Valley, but the ripples
will be felt for generations. With Bodies and Barriers: Queer Activists on Health, Adrian starts a new (ahem) chapter in his life and career. Recently
he took a break to answer these questions about the health of the LGBTQ Community. Please turn your head to the left and cough.
LAURA A JACOBS

LIZ MARGOLIES

LIZ BRADBURY

RACHEL LEVINE

SEAN STRUB

SCOUT

RYAN THORESON

ROBYN OCHS

Stephen Libby: Why is Bodies & Barriers so important to the
LGBTQ community?
Adrian Shanker: Throughout history, the healthcare system has left
LGBT people behind. And today it is no different. The pervasive
health disparities our community experiences are mostly preventable
- they are caused by social conditions, not biological conditions. In
other words, our health is harmed because the healthcare system isn’t
working for LGBT people. There’s too many barriers to care for our
community. Bodies and Barriers: Queer Activists on Health (PM Press)
is about raising the voices that need to be heard to change our broken healthcare system and make
it work for our queer bodies. It is
the first book written by LGBT
consumers of healthcare specifically to inform and improve the
healthcare system. This anthology
includes essays by 26 queer activists - some well known, and some
emerging leaders - all of whom can
speak from personal experiences
about the problems LGBT people
experience when accessing healthcare, and all of them have solutions
that can make healthcare work for
all of us.
SL: How did you decide which activists to include?
AS: As an anthology, Bodies
and Barriers: Queer Activists on
Health is a curated collection of
ideas. As the editor, I organized
the essays in the book to follow
the lifespan of an LGBT person -youth, young adults, middle age
adults, and older adults -- so one of
the first chapters is by Alisa Bowman about navigating pediatric
care for trans youth, and the final
chapter, by Justin Tanis, is about
bereavement support for the LGBT
community. The participating authors were selected with an intention of highlighting some of the most
important health challenges facing our community. Some authors, like
Sean Strub, Jack Harrison-Quintana, Ryan Thoreson, Robyn Ochs, and
Liz Margolies, are nationally known for their leadership and activism
for LGBT health. For other authors, this is their first published work.
I’m also really excited that Pennsylvania Secretary of Health Rachel
Levine authored the foreword to the book, and that national LGBT
movement hero Kate Kendell penned the afterword.
SL: How long did it take from spark to kickstarter?
AS: I knew this book was needed when I was in my graduate program
in LGBT health policy in 2017 at The George Washington University. I
just couldn’t find any book focused on first-person narratives of LGBT
people’s experiences in healthcare. All of the available materials were

written by researchers or healthcare professionals about LGBT people.
We need to be able to own our own narratives. Around the same time,
I had a negative experience with a local dermatologist, and it really hit
home - that throughout our lives, LGBT people - no matter how out
we are, no matter how strong of an advocate we are, will have negative
experiences with the healthcare system. The concept from this book
came out of that experience. I worked on my book proposal, table of
contents, and author selection for a year and a half, and then I spent 2
months editing materials and six months working with the folks at PM
Press as they copyedited and formatted the book. We launched a kickstarter to generate pre-orders and
donated books for libraries, and the
book launch will happen in January
2020 at the Creating Change conference, the largest LGBT movement building conference in the
U.S.
SL: Does a portion of book sales
benefit any local programs?
AS: Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT
Community Center is co-publisher of the book with PM Press, a
radical, small, independent press
in California. Books purchased
through the center support local
programs and services.
SL: In general, how can LGBTQ
people be healthier?
AS: There’s many behavioral changes LGBT people can make to lead
healthier and longer lives. Quitting
smoking, making risk-aware decisions with regard to our sexual
health, finding healthcare professionals we are comfortable with
and going to see them. But with
respect to the question -- I think
it should be the other way around.
How can the healthcare system
provide high-quality care for the
LGBT community? They can provide non-judgmental services, they can train themselves on LGBT-specific medical needs, they can teach LGBT health in medical and nursing schools, they can create waiting rooms and clinical environments
that make us all feel welcome, and they can ask us questions about our
health that include all of who we are. Our healthcare system is broken and it’s not working for LGBT people. What’s needed are clinical
changes and policy changes, in addition to the behavioral changes each
of us can make, so that LGBT people can live long, healthy lives!
Bodies and Barriers: Queer Activists on Health is published by PM
Press. More information about Bodies and Barriers: Queer Activists on
Health is available at adrianshanker.com
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BY MATTHEW LOMBARDO

Sofi Tukker
TGJ: Congratulations on all your success. In 5 years you’ve had
worldwide dance hits, critical success, themes for Apple ads,
and 2 Grammy nominations. What has been the highlight so
far?
Sophie: The biggest highlight... it’s soooo hard to say. Coachella
this year definitely felt like a highlight though. We have been
working on our new live show for a while and that was the first
time we debuted it. The new show really brings the music and the
world to the next level. The production looks so beautiful. It’s like
being fully transported to the jungle-y colorful avatar world of our
dreams. We are so excited to finally be taking that show on the road
with us for the first time this fall!!
TGJ: Who inspires your music?
Tucker: We truly get inspired by everything. We are constantly
being inspired by people we meet, especially as we travel and meet
so many people with different world-views. It’s really inspiring to
watch people move to music in different ways and think about
things in ways we would have never considered.
TGJ: What has been the most surprising thing to happen to you
both?

Sophie: Probably the start of this band. We were both on such
different paths before SOFI TUKKER. Tucker was on his way to
being a professional basketball player before he got sick and had
to suddenly shift his path and pour everything into music. And I
was writing slow bossa nova music in Portuguese and was going to
move back to Brazil before Tuck came into my life!
TGJ: As we go into an election year, what should we be focused
on as a global community?
Tucker: We would love for humanity to be thinking of ourselves
more within the context of a global community and less through
an us vs. them lens. There’s so much we need to focus on but that’s
a starting point for our most pressing issues!
TGJ: What message do you have for young people who want to
get into the music business?
Tucker - It might sound simple but: make music that you love.
Don’t make it because you think somebody else might like it. Make
something that makes you come alive and that you love so much
you can’t help but create and get energized by your own creations!
Learn more at sofitukker.com
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Congresswoman

Susan Wild
Interview by Stephen Libby

I

met Congresswoman Susan Wild for the first time at this years Lehigh Valley Pride in August. She was posing with
people in front of the Pride balloon art at the entrance when I asked if she would do this interview. She was mixing
and mingling and talking with anyone who wanted. She has been in the news recently for speaking candidly about
her partner Kerry Acker’s suicide and her efforts to shine the light on mental health issues.
The national suicide hotline: 1-800-237-TALK(8255)

Stephen Libby: How is DC today?
Susan Wild: DC is good. I love my job.
SL: It was great to meet you at Pride.
SW: That was an impressive event. Though I felt like I was melting after a
couple of hours. (Ed note: it was 100 humid degrees)
SL: Let’s start with this. It’s legal for gay people to get married. We serve
openly in the military. Gay people have made great strides in the decades
since Stonewall. But in the last few years we’ve had a higher rate of minority
trans women being targeted and killed, and those are the ones we know
about. Threats about rights being rolled back, harassment in the workplace
and still in the military. What do you see as the biggest challenges for LGBT
people if not nation- or worldwide, at least in the Lehigh Valley?
SW: You know in the Lehigh Valley...I don’t think I live in a bubble because
I spend a lot time with people on both sides of the aisle and I see far more
acceptance than I do on the national level. I think the LGBT community in
the Lehigh Valley has been extremely active and organized, with the Bradbury
Sullivan Center and others has really stoked the community. My biggest
concern for LGBTQ people across the country is if the administration starts
with executive orders and rolling back protection, implementing changes. I’m
very concerned about the Supreme Court. When it comes to administrative and
legislative things I can hope that 2020 is a better year. I’m extremely concerned
about gay marriage and workplace protection. I tell voters that when I got into
this race for congress, the two things I was not willing to yield on at all or be
nuanced, as political types like to say, was choice and LGBTQ issues. Choice is
often something that I’m given a raft of crap about, but I almost never hear from
anybody on the other side of the aisle on LGBTQ issues with the exception of
‘why do they need special protections, they’ve already got protection’. Just kind
of ignorant comments. For the most part it doesn’t seem to be the rampant
vitriol dislike I get on other issues.
SL: Recently you’ve been speaking about Kerry’s suicide and depression.
As a group the LGBTQ community has always had a high rate of suicide.
What words of hope and comfort do you have for people suffering with
depression and survivors of a loved one’s suicide?
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SW: I’m going to focus on the LGBTQ community for your publication and

about this. As far as the Lehigh Valley goes, you will always have an ally in

just say I was very encouraged at Pride when I was talking with people and

me. I will never, ever back down from this fight.

a lot of people thanked me for signing the Equality ACT and joining the

SL: As the congresswoman for the 7th Congressional District do you feel

LGBT Equality Caucus and I said, rather apologetically, I just wish we could

like you’re always running for office?

get it through the Senate, it’s in Mitch’s graveyard. A few people, which I

SW: (laughs) In a way. I always say we have three jobs all the time. We have

thought was very hopeful, said that it helped them just to know that they

our day job which is our job in Congress. Our committees, our votes, our

had a representative in Congress who cared about them, who cared about

researching and understanding the bills and developing new bills. Then we

their issues and was willing to work for them even in the face of not being

have the job of campaigning, and then the third job is raising money. I was

able to pass the bills that we would like to pass. It was helpful to me as a

relieved to come back to Washington today. I like this work, the real work of

member of Congress who’s often frustrated that we’re trying to do all this

Congress. It was nice to walk through the door today and feel like I’m back.

good work and we’re stymied by the Senate. The methods I would give to

SL: Do you have other political aspirations?

people, whether they’re LGBTQ or not, people with mental health issues

SW. No. My political aspirations are to be the representative for the 7th

and families of people with mental health issues that there is a whole new

district as long as I am doing good things for the district and the district

crew in Congress that is incredibly devoted to working on these issues. The

thinks that I am worthy of it.

face of congress is completely different than its ever been. We have several

SL: This is our holiday winter issue. Do you have a favorite holiday

openly gay members in the Democratic Congress. I hope that is a message of

memory you would like to share?

hope to people who are suffering from depression because of discrimination

SW: Thanksgiving is by far my favorite holiday. My 90-something year old

or inequality. As far as mental health issues standing alone, its my new life’s

uncle who came out about twenty years ago joins us every Thanksgiving.

work to make sure that we address mental issues in a different way than we

Its one of my absolute favorite things. He gets on a train from Alabama and

have in the past. That we stop treating it as the step child of health insurance

spends about a week with us. He’s the only surviving member of my father’s

coverage, where you barely have any coverage for mental health care. Where

siblings. I always say he was essentially reborn when he came out and that

we recognize that there are communities that are particularly affected by

it gave him a new lease on life. It’s just a very special time and we all give

suicide; LGBT youth, veterans and white men over 60. The hopeful message

thanks that we still have him in our lives. A lot of that is due to the fact that

I would give is that there are people in Congress that really genuinely care

he is living his true and honest life.
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What is

?

An interview with founder Randle Roper
VACAYA is a fresh new approach to LGBT travel, one focused entirely
on our guests. We charter entire ships and resorts, so LGBT+ travelers
have the freedom to express their individuality, make personal
connections, celebrate life, rev up, or simply relax… together.

TGJ: Tell us all about VACAYA. How/who/where did it start?

We believe in balance.

The inspiration for VACAYA began for Randle, John, Patrick, Tracy, and Eric long

We certainly love a great party and will produce some of the best parties at sea,

before their roles in the full-ship/full-resort charter business, even before their

but our focus won’t be on all-night ragers every night of your holiday. VACAYA

twelve combined decades of experience in management, marketing, entertainment,

is about discovering magical textures, tastes, smells, sites, and sounds of lands

and operations. The VACAYA concept was sparked on their own vacations,

near and far… together. Sailing the seven seas or enjoying a resort that’s all ours

where they encountered two very different experiences. The all-gay cruises were

is about the moments we spend connecting, laughing, and living life to the fullest.

liberating, empowering, and fun, but limited to a small spectrum of people. And

Its possibilities are endless and exciting, sensual, life-changing. These experiences

while everyone loves a good time, there’s more to a memorable vacation than just

open our minds, unify our rhythm, and bond us for life.

parties. Mainstream vacations offered more activities and destinations, and were

TGJ: What should LGBT people be aware of when traveling, especially to

accessible to a diverse set of people, but didn’t always feel like a friendly, judgment-

another territory?

free environment. They all shared a sense there was a sweet spot – a great “in

With the progress the community has made, LGBT people are traveling more than

between” – one that offered the joy of like-minded people coming together to

ever, and statically more often than their straight counterparts. Internationally,

celebrate, with more activities, destinations, and ways to personalize the vacation

over 70 countries criminalize same-sex relationships. Even without discriminatory

experience than ever before. One that capitalized on smart, tech-savvy booking and

laws on the books, the cultural climate of others may make gay travelers feel

customer service – just as you might expect with a mainstream vacation. From this

uncomfortable or unsafe. Though the U.S. is far from free of homophobic speech,

inspiration, VACAYA was born. The name itself speaks to the concept: “VACAYA”

actions, or environments, gay travelers who plan domestic vacations are reasonably

is a word from Polari, a centuries-old language used by the gay subculture to

well-protected by federal laws and national cultural norms. Though as any cultural

discreetly communicate. Alongside that, the slang word “vacay” has become a

experience, things can change place to place. The good news: many fantastic

casual mainstream term for vacation. Put together, the two meanings celebrate our

destinations have made gay-friendly culture a priority. Try Amsterdam during

LGBT identity and the inclusive, joyful, and unfettered spirit we cherish. Randle,

the slower Christmas Season, Provincetown in the Summer, Riviera Maya in fall.

John, Patrick, Tracy, Eric, and all of The Vacayans invite you to open yourself up to

Cruises cater to gay travelers throughout the world to provide safety, acceptance,

new experiences, mindful exploration, endless fun, and deeper connections… they

luxury, connection, and fun.

invite you to VACAYA.

VACAYA is the first all-LGBT travel company in the full ship/resort charter sector

TGJ: What sets VACAYA apart from other vacations?

to launch in over 25 years and we’ve set out to rewrite the playbook. The VACAYA

We're welcome to all.

founders all share a passion for travel and an understanding of the world. We

There’s no other large-scale travel company on earth welcoming the entire

are fascinated by culture, history, and cuisine. Our travel bucket lists are driven

LGBTQIAPK community. We create a warm environment where ALL who believe

by curiosity, hope for a better tomorrow, and the belief that by understanding a

love is love are welcome and we make it easy for everyone to leave their cares behind

place and its people, we can better share our stories and that little by little, sharing

and focus on the fun. At VACAYA, guests of all shapes and sizes come together to

our stories can change the world. The current trend in LGBTQ travel is toward

celebrate the great diversity within our community. Traveling with VACAYA is all

inclusivity rather than all-gay enclaves. That’s why we are open to LGBTQ and

about being completely comfortable in your own skin, no matter where you fall on

their straight ally friends. We say, if you believe “love is love,” then you belong on

the LGBT+ spectrum. Whether you’re single, coupled, black, white, skinny, thick,

our vacations.

or even straight, you’ll easily find a welcoming tribe. Add to that the safety that

Each and every LGBTQIAPK person has a different level of comfortability in their

comes with being part of an undeniable majority while you’re with us and VACAYA

‘outness.’ For one magical week, our community gets to be the majority and live life

becomes a blissful utopia.

out loud in the blissful utopia VACAYA creates. That single change from being an

We offer new destinations and unique experiences.

always-minority to a sudden-majority can have a profoundly positive real-world

We’re focusing on creating memorable travel experiences to new destinations,

effect on individuals. And in those moments of bravery when the individual is

with customized itineraries that haven’t been offered previously by other vacation

feeling safe within the traveling group, some choose to share their authenticity with

companies. VACAYA broke the mold with a never-before-seen all-LGBT+ itinerary

the communities we visit which helps change the world, one story and connection

to Ptown on Celebrity Summit, that sailed August 11-18, 2019 from New York’s

at a time.

Port Liberty. And in regard to new destinations, we’re offering an all-inclusive

TGJ: What is the best way for people to find you and VACAYA?

resort experience at The Leading Hotels of the World’s UNICO Riviera Maya,

x

VACAYA Website - https://www.myVACAYA.com/

October 27 – November 2, 2019 over Halloween and Day of the Dead.

x

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/myvacaya

x

Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/myvacaya/
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There are multiple ways to travel with VACAYA.
We categorize our vacations to make it easy for guests to pinpoint the one that’s just perfect for them.
VACAYA BLISS

VACAYA LUXE

VACAYA OASIS

Get what matters most with the style and
service you want, all at a blissful price. Our
large-ship cruises offer a welcoming judgmentfree environment, all-star entertainment,
mind-blowing parties, and non-stop activities
to exponentially expand your social circle.
Our commitment to excellence starts with the
partnerships we’re building with the world’s
leading cruise lines – Celebrity, Royal Caribbean,
Holland America, NCL, Oceania, and Princess.
But it’s the magic of our guests coming together
on these ships that really takes VACAYA to the
next level. Our cutting-edge programming and
innovative new social activities are meant to
connect you with other travelers in lighthearted
and unexpected ways. The VACAYA Bliss rhythm
is… Fun. Light. Warm. Spontaneous. Joyful.
Engaging. Celebratory. Non-stop. Ultimately,
each Bliss vacation is what you make it – totally
yours to define. Our ships are the ultimate hub
for friendship – a chance to connect with likeminded people from all over the world in a
festive playful environment.

From Indian spices and Mayan ruins to Antarctic
penguins and European dreamscapes, our
discovery voyages immerse you in the authentic
flavors of the world’s most exciting popular and
off-the-beaten-path destinations – all in firstclass style and luxury. Sailing boutique-style
expedition and river ships, VACAYA Luxe offers
intimate experiences, splendid accommodations,
and unparalleled service. VACAYA Luxe is
partnering with the world’s leading small-ship
cruise lines, including Emerald Waterways,
Ponant, Avalon Waterways, and Hurtigruten –
lines chosen because they’re built to constantly
exceed expectations. Our Luxe vacations are a
celebration of the wonders of our planet. They
will reach the far corners of the globe – giving
VACAYA guests an opportunity to expand their
horizons in completely new ways. The VACAYA
Luxe rhythm is… Bold. Refined. Intimate.
Exotic. Treasured. Calm. Cool. Grand. A chance
to live life to the absolute fullest.

More laid back than our large-ship cruises,
the irresistible 5-star resorts of VACAYA Oasis
offer the perfect getaway for those seeking fun,
relaxation, adventure, and romance. Whether
you’re looking to zip line through tree canopies
or lounge by an incredible pool, you’ll find it
here as you create friendships and memories
that’ll last a lifetime. We’re partnering with the
world’s leading resorts – ones who break the
mold of what’s expected and what’s possible.
Our exclusive multi-year partnership with
UNICO 20°87° sets an all-new standard in allLGBT, all-inclusive vacations. Others often say
“everything is included,” when in reality they
mean “food and drinks.” At VACAYA, we can
genuinely say that nearly everything is included
– from award-winning cuisine and top-shelf
cocktails, to select spa treatments, excursions,
salon services, SCUBA diving experiences, and
golf. It’s a whole new level of luxury, one we
know you’ll love. The VACAYA Oasis rhythm
is… Relaxed. Easy. Fun. Balanced. Luxurious.
Indulgent. Sporty. Unscripted. Adventurous. An
all-new way to play.

P-town Cruise on Celebrity Summit

VACAYA Mexico Resort

Sailed August 11-18, 2019 from New York (Port Liberty), this 7-night cruise
made history by being the largest all-LGBT+ cruise to ever sail to Ptown
for Carnival Kick-Off, and was also the largest ship to ever overnight in
Provincetown.
Ports: Saint John, Canada; Bar Harbor, Maine; Provincetown, Massachusetts

VACAYA completely reinvents the all-inclusive resort experience with
the 5-star UNICO Riviera Maya, offering a level of luxury and inclusions
unmatched by past or present options available to LGBT+ travelers. VACAYA
takes over the entire resort October 27 - November 2, 2019, celebrating
Halloween and Mexico’s Day of the Dead.

VACAYA European River Cruises

VACAYA Summer in Iceland Cruise

Celebrate the holiday season as VACAYA explores the Christmas Markets of
Europe from Amsterdam to Budapest aboard the luxurious Emerald Destiny
River Ship. 7- and 14-night options begin December 5, 2019.

VACAYA makes history with the first all-LGBT+ circumnavigation (that
means we’re going all the way around!) of Iceland on the brand new luxurious
5-star Le Jacques Cartier from Ponant Cruises. This is the ultimate voyage of
discovery of Iceland and the Arctic Circle – a truly exotic summer adventure
on the trail of the Vikings

Clothing Optional: Our BLISS (Large Ship Cruises) and OASIS (Resort Vacations) both offer clothing optional spaces for sunbathing during the day and play spaces at night.
Themes: All VACAYA vacations are slightly different in terms of offering theme parties, but the thing all our vacations have in common is that whether you dress up to the nines for the
theme parties or come as you are, you’re going to have a great time.
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LGBTQ

Meet the

BUSINESS COUNCIL
Hair & make-up by Nehemias Nunez & TAJ from The Salon | Photos by Dustin Weiss | Location: Domaci in Bethlehem

Elizabeth Hunt-Liz has proudly served on the LGBTQ business
council board since 2012 and is a local mortgage banker. She was born
and raised in the area before attending Penn State University for fine art.
She enjoys traveling, antiquing, and spending time with her family &
animals. When she is not assisting families achieve the dream of home
ownership you can usually find her landscaping her yard or dining at one
of the Valley’s many great local eateries.

Jonathan M. Huerta is an attorney with the KingSpry Law Firm in
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. He concentrates his practice in the areas of civil
litigation and education law, blending his genuine good nature, technical
versatility and dedication to the law into every case he tackles. Before
joining KingSpry, Mr. Huerta was a law clerk for the Honorable Judge
Emil Giordano (ret.) of Northampton County and was an extern with the
Honorable Renee Cohn Jubelirer at the Commonwealth Court. In 2019,
he was named a “Rising Star” by Pennsylvania SuperLawyers. That same
year, he was also named the Future Leader of the Lehigh Valley at the
GLVCC’s Excellence in Business Awards. He earned his Juris Doctorate
from Pennsylvania State University, Dickinson School of Law and holds
a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology with a minor in Business Foundations
Justin and Stephanie
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from the University of Texas at Austin.

Shirley Lang leads a team in the top 8% for BHHS Fox &

He is a graduate of Parkland High School, has a BA in Business

Roach. She holds the SRES® designation serving the mature adult

Management from Moravian College, and has worked for 23+ years

community and the ABR® designation which is the benchmark of

in various customer service rolls.

excellence in buyer representation. Shirley is an active member
of the LGBTQ Business Council and is newly nominated to the
Lehigh Valley Aging in Place board. Shirley, along with her partner
of 15 years, is proud to represent the LGBTQ community and
believes by standing united with the dedicated members of the
LGBTQ Business Council, together they can and will improve the
lives of the LGBTQ communities in the Lehigh Valley.

Mary Lisicky is Vice President and CERTIFIED FINANCIAL
PLANNER™ at Morgan Stanley in Allentown, PA. She works
primarily with families, professionals, and business owners,
overseeing their entire financial picture to help them prepare a plan
for the next phase of their lives. In recognition of her professionalism,
dedication and service to her clients, Forbes recognized her as part
of their “2019 Best-in-State Next-Gen Advisors”. She’s been a board

Rob Ritter is a Realtor with Weichert Realtors in Allentown,

member of the LGBT Business Council since its inception, and held

and has been practicing real estate since 2011. Rob serves on the

the role of its President from 2012-2015. She and her wife, Amber,

Board of Directors for the Greater Lehigh Valley Realtors, as well

live in Philadelphia with their 18 month-old daughter, Edith.

as, being Co-Chair for the Diversity and Community Involvement
Committee. Rob also serves the LGBTQ community as a Board
member and Events Chair for the Lehigh Valley Chamber of
Commerce’s LGBTQ Business Council. Rob is a 30+ year resident
of the Lehigh Valley and currently resides in Carbon County.

Rob, Jonathan and Shirley

Stephanie Samol, MBA started her journey with Manpower in
2012 as a Recruiter and is now the Market Manager in Southeastern,
PA; encompassing Greater Lehigh Valley, Berks, Lebanon & Eastern
NJ. Stephanie is an ambitious people leader with over 7 years’
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Colton and Mary

experience in workforce and talent management. Passions include

Justin Raub has been a motivated and driven Branch Manager at

personal/professional growth for herself and those around her,

PNC Bank since October 2016. Justin has broad-based experience

helping people find meaningful work through upskilling, as well as

in finance and banking. He builds quality relationships with both

diversity and inclusion in the workplace. She is actively involved in

customers and staff. Justin spent six years serving his country in

several community affiliations including being a board member of

the United States Navy working as an engine room supervisor on

the LGBTQ Business Counsel and the OSHA Partnership.

board a nuclear submarine. By displaying a high degree of personal
commitment and dedication he obtained two Navy Achievement

Colton Hallabuck was born and raised in the rural area of
Towanda, Pennsylvania where he graduated from Towanda Area
High School as the first in his family to ever be accepted into
college. Colton then relocated to Huntingdon, Pennsylvania where
he completed his Bachelor of Science in Health Communication
and Marketing at Juniata College. In June of 2015, Colton was
accepted into the Olympus Fellows Program in the medical
device business, where he completed rotations in sales operations,
communication and marketing departments. Now, Colton serves
as Olympus’ Associate Manager of Marketing Communication and
Content Strategy.
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Medals for outstanding performance. After Justin’s stint in the Navy
he earned a bachelor’s degree in Finance from DeSales University
in Allentown, PA. Afterwards, he continued his education and
earned an MBA with a concentration in management. Justin is
currently residing in Breingisville, Pennsylvania with his husband,
Alejandro. He enjoys running and hiking in his spare time. He ran
a half marathon in under 2 hours. He also volunteers his time to
serve on the board with the LGBT Business Council for the Lehigh
Valley Chamber of Commerce.

Elizabeth and Dingo

Meet the Director
H

ello, My name is

Council, Small Business Council, Young Professionals Council and the

Brittany Wiltshire

Women’s Business Council.

and I am the Director

The LGBTQ Business Council is a partnership of the Greater Lehigh

of Business & Diversity

Valley Chamber of Commerce celebrating the diversity and inclusivity

Councils for The Greater

of regional businesses. Our council’s mission is to advocate on behalf

Lehigh Valley Chamber

of LGBTQ businesses, promote diversity in the Lehigh Valley business

of Commerce and have

community, and provide education and mentoring to LGBTQ

been with this incredible

professionals.

organization since January of 2018. The Chamber’s mission is

The LGBTQ Business Council has a scholarship program where we

to improve the economy and quality of life in the Lehigh Valley

award an LGBTQ Student of the Year and an Ally of the Year to a

Metropolitan Area. We have nearly 5,000 members who employ

current senior in a high school within the GLVCC area with plans on

more than 200,000 employees. The Chamber is also the largest in

attending an accredited higher education institution. We are able to

Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and is the sixth in the nation. The

raise the bulk of our funds at our Annual Rainbow Gala in June with

Chamber is a great organization to become a member of; as it gives

the generosity and support from our partners and the community, this

members the opportunity to make connections and grow their

past June we achieved a record high and raised over $12,000 for our

businesses.

scholarship fund.

As a part of the Business & Diversity Councils it’s our goal to promote

Working at an organization that is strong on having a 21st Century

businesses, diversity and inclusion throughout the Lehigh Valley

culture makes it easy to have the drive to want to succeed. The team

and the region. The Business & Diversity Councils are made up of

that I am surrounded by each and every day, keeps me inspired to

six groups that are mission focused. The African American Business

achieve the mission and goal of our Business & Diversity Councils.

Leaders Council, Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, LGBTQ Business

Learn more at lehighvalleychamber.org/lgbtbusinesscouncil
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a conversation with
Warren & Derreck Clark

domaci
from

M E A N S

H O M E

Photos by Dustin Weiss

Stephen Libby: What are your backgrounds and how did you meet?
W&D: We both grew up in small, rural towns. Warren grew up in the Florida
panhandle and Derrick was born and raised just outside of Austin, Texas.
Warren spent most of his professional life working within the retail industry
for a couple of nationally-known brands. A district manager position with one
of those companies took him to Texas where he met Derrick who was working
in office management, and then later non-profit theater management. We were
neighbors living in the same apartment complex just a few doors down from
each other. We met in 2005, and were married in 2012 in Austin. We moved to
Pennsylvania the following year, eventually ending up in Bethlehem in 2014.
SL: Then what happened? Did you wake up one morning and say, ‘you know
I just can’t find what I’m looking for at Pottery Barn’, and then after 5 cups of
coffee you were like ‘damn it, we need to open our own store!’?
W&D: Something like that! When we bought our home in Bethlehem in 2014,
and went to furnish the house, there just were not a lot of places to shop locally
that we found interesting. We saw a need, and that need just happened to align
perfectly with plans for a career change that had been percolating for some time.
In addition to Warren’s retail background, he had several years of experience

started the business relationships that would help us get up and running. Derrick has

in the wholesale furniture industry, so we had already made a lot of contacts and

a strong organizational/operations background, so we catered to our strengths with
Derrick handling most of the “back-of-the-house” dealings, and Warren handling
the buying, merchandising, etc.. That’s evolved a little bit with time, especially with
Derrick entering the real estate field earlier this year. But now Derrick can help you
FIND a house, and Warren will help you FURNISH it! Find. Furnish. Love.
SL: How do you decide what to order for the masses? Do you carry merchandise
from local artisans?
W&D: Most of the store’s selection is driven by our own personal tastes. For the
most part, we order what we like, and hope that everyone else will like it too! That
said, we also keep an eye on national trends and follow the social media accounts
of a number of other retail shops around the country with a similar aesthetic as
ours. If we see them selling something we really like, we try to find out where they
got if from and get it for our shop. We do carry merchandise from local artisans as
well. We call them our Domaci Makers. Our candle line, including our best-selling
Salted Caramel fragrance, is made in Hellertown. We have a selection of repurposed
and salvaged lighting that is all hand-crafted by an artisan in Philly. We have some
fun journals & notebooks and stained glass stars made right here in Bethlehem, and
we have an assortment of goods from a woodworker in Lancaster that does very
well for us. All of our vintage items are sourced locally at area auctions, estate sales,
and flea markets.
SL: What are the challenges of being a brick and mortar store in these days
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Amazon? How are you getting people to actually walk in the store?

W&D: Amazon and other online retailers have
completely changed the way most people shop
these days. From convenience to selection to
pricing, these behemoths have advantages that
most small brick and mortar stores will NEVER
be able to offer. That means we have to go out of
our way to find unique good that consumers are
unlikely to find online and then work to educate
consumers on the importance of shopping local.
If you want interesting places to visit, bring your
friends & family to, and that make your town
unique . . . then you have to spend your money
there too. It’s not always easier. And it’s not
always less expensive. But it’s important. And
necessary. Small businesses give much more
back to the local community than Amazon ever
will.
By having a website with extended offerings
beyond what we physically show in the shop
we’re able to be more competitive on that edge

Warren and Derreck

of the business. We treat the website as a virtual
extension of our space. There’s so much more
available than what you actually see in the shop.
While we barely have room for two sofas in the shop, we can show dozens more
that are available on the website. And we literally have thousands of options
for flooring and area rugs. And we have a trained designer on our team to help
customers make their selections. She will even make in-home calls to look at a
customer’s space and offer product suggestions, create a new floorpan, and more.
That’s a personal service that you can’t get at Amazon.
All that said, it’s still vital to get people actually walking through the door. We do
our best to get people in the shop with interesting displays and product (as already

mentioned) and we try to have a number of special events every month to bring in
people when they may not normally be shopping. We’ve begun hosting a quarterly
Drag Queen Story Time on select Sunday mornings, we sponsored and LGBTQ+
shopping night through the diversity council of the Lehigh Chamber of Commerce
last Christmas, and we try to always do something fun for the SouthSide Arts
District’s First Friday celebrations. Once we get customers in the shop, we do
our best to show them that our personalized customer service, heirloom-quality
offerings, and broad selection really set us apart from the rest.
SL: This is our holiday issue. How about a favorite childhood holiday memory
from each of you?
Warren - my favorite holiday memory is the year my parents went out of their way
to “prove” that Santa was real to me. I was probably 4 or 5, and they had my older
sister sleep with me on Christmas Eve. My mom and dad strung a red spotlight on
a pole outside by bedroom window and rang sleigh bells outside and had my sister
tell me it was Rudolph and the other reindeer headed our way. A few minutes later
my dad got on the roof of the house and stomped around. Needless to say, I was
convinced Santa was real and it was very difficult to convince me otherwise when
I got older.
Derrick - as a closeted gay kid growing up in small town Texas, it wasn’t always easy
to explore my creative side. however, Christmas was my time to shine. at the age
of 13, the church I grew up in needed a volunteer to direct the christmas program
and I eagerly raised my hand and for the next 5 years it was my job to direct and
produce the programs. i still have the VHS home movies if anyone is interested.
SL: What advice would you give someone looking to break into the business?
W&D: The best advice we could give is to start small, and have reasonable
expectations. Don’t be afraid or ashamed to accept help when it’s offered. And,
most importantly, know what makes you authentic and unique and celebrate that.
We quickly realized once we opened the shop that a lot of people reacted positively
to our Southern roots for whatever reason, so we brought a little bit of that into
the shop. From “Hey Y’all” doormats to mixing some old school country music
into our music playlist (and more), people seem to love that. It’s who we are . . .
so it’s authentic and personal. And that’s something you just don’t get online or at
national chains.
Learn more at domacihome.com
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Matt Skallerud
of

Pink Banana Media

Stephen Libby: How did Pink Banana (great name!) get started? What is/

2007, it was mostly banner ads and e-mail campaigns, but over the past 13

are the mission/goals of PB?

years, it has morphed into primarily social media, which is where we’re at

Matt Skallerud: Back when we had our main LGBTQ websites, GayWired,

today. We’re all about taking a step back with our clients, to better understand

SheWired, GaySports.com, etc., we needed something to help us promote

exactly who it is they’re trying to reach. We then come up with a strategy and

these websites in the real world at Pride festivals and other events. So

campaign that reaches their target audience wherever they may be, using

we created a full-color magazine about the LGBTQ Internet, called

photos, editorial and video online, on mobile apps and on social media.

GayWebMonkey Magazine. It took off and became quite popular, and when

SL: What were you doing prior to PB?

we sold the company to Here Media back in 2006, we wanted folks to know

MS: I was an engineer once upon a time, working in an R&D lab on

who we were with our new company… we went back to our graphic designer

laser research. Oddly enough I got bored and decided to become a sales

to create a new brand and logo, and somehow went from “monkeys” to

engineer, working with companies to purchase and integrate laser systems

“bananas”.

into their manufacturing environment. When the Internet came along, I

When we started, our business model was to simply continue working with

decided to create a website bringing together some of the disparate LGBTQ

companies, helping them target and reach their LGBTQ audience online. In

resources out there online (this was before Google and Yahoo came along).
We created an LGBTQ online directory, which morphed into an LGBTQ
online community with content, message boards, online shopping and
more. It succeeded, I think, because I was comfortable with technology and
enjoyed going out into the “real world” and telling companies and potential
advertisers about it.
SL: You’re from LA. Compare that to the upper east coast. What do you
like most/least about the Lehigh Valley?
MS: LA and the east coast are simply very different. I moved from LA to
NYC 6 years ago and loved it… loved the energy, the people and the food
in New York. I also loved the freedom of getting around on the subway, and
even more than that, enjoyed these new-found four seasons… especially since
I lived across the street from Central Park.
My husband’s family is from the Lehigh Valley, so over the years, I’ve come
to know it more and more. We bought a house earlier in the year and moved
on out, but so much of this area was already familiar to me that the transition
has been incredibly easy. I also came out here two years ago to speak at an
LGBTQ conference that was put on by the Greater Lehigh Valley’s Chamber
of Commerce. I got to know some incredible LGBTQ business leaders in this
area, as well as see for myself the strength of the LGBTQ community here in
this area.
SL: What does a “free day” look like for you?
MS: Living in Allentown, I now have a big yard I get to take care of… if I’m
not outside gardening, I’m planning on our next meal out somewhere with
my “foodie and travel” husband. We’re either finding a new spot to eat here
in the Lehigh Valley area, or we’re road-tripping somewhere for a nice drive
while grabbing lunch or dinner. We also travel a lot, both for work and for
personal enjoyment, which keeps us out and about more often than I would
have ever thought.
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Jo Ji Art
My Boy
L ove A ctually

Teddy

ith Me
You Belong W
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My friends Tim and Dan turned me onto
JoJi Art. A couple of emails later and what
a freakin’ sweetheart and how can you not
love his playful, romantic, reflective, sexy
style. JoJi found a translator to answer my
questions and more importantly agreed to
share his art with our readers.

Stephen Libby: Tell us about yourself. Where do you live?
How long have you been an artist?
JoJi: I am a Thai artist. It all began when I was young as drawing
was my favorite hobby. I started out by copying from artists
and favorite cartoons and anime, but as I knew myself that I
was gay, I kicked off with another style, in which the Japanese
called ‘Bara art’. Gotta say that this style is mostly about big and
buff guys which is definitely my type, ha ha. I spent most of my
last year in the university practicing and drawing this without
knowing that one day it would become my job. I kept drawing
but never actually showing them to the public because my
family did not even know that I was into guys. As the artworks
kept piling up, I have decided to create a pseudonym account in
Facebook to put them into collection. The name of the account
came out as Jo Ji. ‘Jo’ from Joel from ‘The Last of Us’, and ‘Ji’
just because I had to put something for the last name, ha ha.
I even posted my work in a page to get others’ ideas towards
my work. Some of them also sent me a friend request, so this
account got followed by quite a number of people. Most of my
works during that time were just male postures without any
story though. Until one day, when my best friend told me that
my works were boring as the works were just handsome guys
without background or story, he asked me to try to draw him.
At first, I didn’t believe or have faith in myself that I could do
it. However, one day I heard the song ‘You Belong With Me’
from Taylor Swift and wanted to try to draw one scene from
the music video. I drew that and later posted it on Instagram.
The feedback came out quite positive, but one thing I was
certain of is that I was happy. I liked it. That’s a reason why I
kept doing it. Later I stumbled upon one friend in Instagram,
who loves taking pictures, and I saw a picture of him and a
teddy bear together. I thought it was really cute and that teddy
bear looked like a real friend even though it’s not a living thing. This
gave me a mixed feeling of happiness and loneliness in the same time.
I used this idea to draw an artwork of a teddy bear hugging a guy. It
shows the warmth of being together with someone and the longing
to be embraced by anyone because it is just his stuffed teddy bear. It
all depends on the point of view. I believe this is the starting point
that everyone paid attention to me and recognized my style of art and
heard the name of Jo Ji Art.
SL: What artists do you admire?
JoJi: His name is Patrick Brown. Even though he is an artist, his works
do not involve LGBT at all. I admire his style, works, and especially
coloring, which some parts of my coloring technique got adapted from
him as well.
SL: What is your style of art called? Why is it important to show
men being affectionate and loving to each other?
JoJi: Well, this is a tough question. I couldn’t actually define my own
style with any specific name. For me, it’s just gay artworks. The reason
I’m drawing this is because I have seen gay artworks only focusing
on sex. I want to display other parts besides sex, such as dating and
doing things together with the feeling of loneliness or sadness, or being

Jo Ji Art
hopeful, as gays are just a human being that have capabilities to feel
like everyone after all.
SL: How do you decide what you will create? What is your process
for creating art? Do you have a studio? Do you listen to a certain
genre of music or does it need to be quiet? Do the images come from
your imagination, models, scenes you have seen, photographs?
JoJi: I don’t own any studio. I spent my time drawing in my room or a
nearby café with my iPad, and get the coloring done in the computer.
I usually listen to music that has the same vibe with the work I’m
doing though. The ideas and concepts come from my life experience
and imagination. Then I will try to find referencing materials from
photographs, models, or scenes, or even from the lyrics of a song that
I have listened to, and develop them into an artwork.
SL: Are you single or in a relationship?
JoJi: Definitely single! But I still believe in love though that’s why I like
to draw something hopeful, ha ha.
SL: What do you like to do when you are not creating these beautiful
pieces of art?
JoJi: I like to go to the cinema, playing games with friends, and,
sometimes, relaxing with music.
Instagram: @Jo_Ji_Art
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dancer. A Berklee College of Music graduate, Stewart

also killing it the pop music department today.

has worked with Grammy-nominated songwriters Kara

SL: I have been shaving my head for years; I feel

DioGuardi (P!nk, Katy Perry), Charlie Puth (Wiz Khalifa)

like this song discriminates against me and my bald

and Tim Anderson (Halsey, Twenty One Pilots). After

buddies. Defend yourself:

performing several years in the underground Boston and

ST: Favorite question! Mess Your Hair Up is actually

New York club scene, Stewart released his aptly titled debut

about jumping in bed with someone you think is hot and

EP, Underground. The EP features production from up-

roughing them up, even if they don’t have hair!

and-coming producers Drew ofthe Drew and Chris Leon.

SL: Who would you like to write for/collaborate with?

Stewart Taylor’s new funk and R&B-inspired single Mess

ST: I love collaborating and there are so many people I

Your Hair Up dropped May 17 worldwide. Following its

still need to work with. My dream collabs would be with

release, the song made Queerty.com’s Top 10 Songs of the

Troye Sivan, Lady GaGa, Tove Lo, and Shawn Mendes.

Summer. “Fans of Bruno Mars and Betty Who would be

SL: What are the most important issues facing young

remiss not to check out this funky, flirty single from indie

LGBTQ people today? And how do we help?

LA-based singer-songwriter Stewart Taylor. ‘Gonna mess your hair up so you can’t

ST. I think the biggest issues will always be bullying and LGBTQ homelessness. I

go to work,’ he teases.”

was bullied relentlessly as a kid for being queer and for being a singer. Too many
kids commit suicide, self harm, or feel completely alone during their coming out

Stephen Libby: Congratulations on all your success Mr. Taylor! Did you ever

process, so I joined Dan Savage and Terry Miller’s It Gets Better Campaign. I think

want to be anything other than a singer/songwriter?

it’s our job as artists and adults to let LGBTQ youth know that so many people have

Stewart Taylor: Thank you! To be honest, there’s never been a time I haven’t wanted

struggled and suffered immensely like they have, but that life will eventually get

to be an artist of some kind. I grew up writing, drawing, singing, and dancing non-

better if you keep going and don’t give up.

stop, but if I didn’t do that I probably would’ve been a veterinarian. I love animals

I also had a parent who tried to kick me out of the house when I came out as

and want to work with them as an activist one day.

a teenager. Luckily that parent isn’t in my life anymore and I have a wonderful

SL: What old school singers have had the biggest influence on you and made

mother who stood up for me. Unfortunately, that isn’t always the case for gay kids,

you want to get in the business? Who is impressing you lately?

and they get kicked out on the street for being their true selves. One day I would

ST: I have so many old school influences that inspire me to this day. Prince, Michael

love to be able to open a shelter for homeless LGBTQ youth like Cyndi Lauper has

Jackson, Janet Jackson, Madonna, Cyndi Lauper, and Christina Aguilera are the

done in Harlem. Her foundation is called True Colors United, and people like her

reason I started singing and dancing. These days I’m forever impressed with artists

have done so much good for our community. “Your true colors are beautiful like a

like Lady Gaga, Kim Petras and Troye Sivan. GaGa has slayed my existence since

rainbow” and they always will be.
Photo: stewarttaylorofficial.com
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Equality Inequality?
or

by Jessica F. Moyer, Esquire

W

hen a Pennsylvania Court and the U.S. Supreme Court found in
favor of marriage equality, LGBTQ citizens were thrilled. Five years

later, however, LGBTQ individuals still struggle for full equality in the eyes of
family law. While Pennsylvania has come a long way and is divorcing samesex married individuals, recognizing valid common law marriages between
same-sex couples, and dissolving civil unions entered into in other states,
Pennsylvania still falls short in the area of custody. Since children born of
LGBTQ couples are conceived in a variety of ways, i.e., IVF, surrogacy, and
adoption, many couples do not think of the ramifications to the non-biological
parent in the event of a breakup or divorce.
The courts have been inconsistent concerning the rights of non-biological
parents. In 2018, the Pennsylvania Superior Court ruled that a same-sex

...It depends.

" While Pennsylvania
has come a long
way... Pennsylvania
still falls short in the
area of custody."

unmarried former partner was not permitted to seek custody of a child born to
their former partner. Most recently, however, the same court in R.L. v. M.A.,
209 A.3d (Pa. Super. 2019) found that a same-sex partner not only had the
right to pursue custody but was granted equal physical custody of the child in
the case. The facts of the case are as follows:
• While the parties were in a romantic relationship, they decided to

• The couple planned and prepared for the child’s birth together,
including decorating a nursery and shopping for baby supplies.
• Both parties were present at the child’s birth.
• Both parties participated in choosing the child’s name.

conceive a child by impregnating one of the spouses with the
sperm of the other spouse’s brother.

• Shortly after the child’s birth, the parties separated.
• The parties ultimately began sharing custody of the child.
• The parties were entangled in a disagreement with regard to the
child’s daycare and therefore the biological parent stopped the
shared custody schedule.
Currently, the Pennsylvania Custody Act reads that in any action regarding the
custody of a child between a parent (biological parent) and a non-parent (nonbiological parent), there shall be a presumption that custody shall be awarded

KingSpry
Attorneys and Counselors at law

,JOH4QSZT-(#52GSJFOEMZMFHBMQSBDUJDF
JODMVEFTBEPQUJPOMBX BTTJTUFESFQSPEVDUJWF
UFDIOPMPHZMBX CVTJOFTTMBX DJWJMSJHIUTMBX 
DPOUSBDUMBX FEVDBUJPOMBX FNQMPZNFOUMBCPS
MBX FTUBUFTUSVTUTMBX GBNJMZMBX MBOEMPSEUFOBOU
MBX MJUJHBUJPO NVOJDJQBMMBX OBNFDIBOHFT 
OPOQSPĕUMBX QVCMJDĕOBODF BOESFBMFTUBUFMBX

to the parent (biological parent) and presumption favoring the biological
parent has to be rebutted by clear and convincing evidence. Here the court
found the non-biological parent’s testimony to be credible and that the parties
had an agreement to share physical custody of the child. The court further
found that the only reason the shared custody schedule stopped was because
the biological parent was simply upset with the non-biological parent.
This case is precedential for the state of Pennsylvania and proves that a nonbiological parent in a LGBTQ family may be able to level the playing field
in custody court. LGBTQ couples should be cautious, however, because the
analysis of this case was very fact-specific and this case should be viewed
as an exception rather than the rule. The only way to secure the rights of a
non-biological parent is to proceed with an adoption once the child is born.
LGBTQ couples have to ensure that they are not only planning for a child, but
planning to protect a parent-child relationship.

King, Spry, Herman, Freund & Faul LLC
One West Broad Street Suite 700
Bethlehem, PA 18018
tXXXLJOHTQSZDPN

When considering having or adopting a child, it is best to consult with an
attorney to ensure that the rights of the parent are delineated and protected.
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Bob Richter
V i n t a g e

L i v i n g

Bob Richter, star of the PBS series Market Warriors and host of the web series Flea Market Minute, has been thrifting and collecting
vintage treasures since the early age of six. With a true passion for any object with a past and a story, Richter speaks to our desire to surround
ourselves with belongings that impart beauty and meaning to our lives. Drawing on his years of experience as a stylist and interior
designer, Richter takes us through a selection of beautiful historic homes, illustrating how to live stylishly with our vintage finds and collections
in Vintage Living: Creating a Beautiful Home with Treasured Objects from the Past

Stephen Libby: First, how about some background information.

profession.

Where did you grow up and what sparked your interest in

SL: You’ve authored A Very Vintage Christmas and your latest

vintage collecting? What were your other interests growing up?

book Vintage Living. How do you decide what makes it in these

Bob Richter: I grew up in Allentown, PA and was very influenced

books? What makes something worth collecting and even more

by my big brother Johnny who took me to garage sales, thrift stores

importantly displaying in one’s home?

and flea markets at a young age. Together we would look for vintage

BR: I collect what I like, and I like a lot of things. I typically like

bluebird china he collected and had great fun doing it. He died at

things that have heart and soul and remind me of a time gone by…..

27 and when he did, I continued

memories of special people and

collecting. Doing so helped me

places. The older I get the more

to feel close to him and brought

I realize it’s much more about

back happy memories. My Nana

emotional value than financial

was also a very strong influence.

value.

She was at the helm of our

things that wind up in my book

family’s interior design business

are the ones that are meaningful

and had incredible taste. Also,

to me.

my Dad got me started collecting

SL: Sorry if this is too obvious

vintage Christmas ornaments at

a question, but what has been

the age of 7. Now my collection is

your biggest find at a flea

pretty enormous and I decorate

market or auction? And where

about 20 trees every Christmas.

is it now?

Lastly, my dear friend and

BR: As I mentioned, my brother

mentor Sunny was a magnificent

Johnny was a great influence

NYC antiques dealer who taught

on me. He really shaped my

me volumes about Art Deco and

style and my passion for vintage

other decorative periods, artists,

in

etc. which really fine-tuned my

furnishings to clothing. Johnny

passion and helped turn it into a

was a very talented artist and
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So

consequently,

everything

from

the

home
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Today is yours for the taking. And AARP Pennsylvania is here in our
communities helping you make the most of it. Whether it’s resources to
help caregivers take care of loved ones or making the community more
livable for everyone, we’re here to support you and your family and
connect you to the tools you need.
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Continued from p. 36
because I was only 15 when he died, I never

prices. In addition, I happily saw VINTAGE

had a chance to own any of his work. Sure

LIVING in a wonderful store in Narbeth,

enough, one day I walked into a flea market

Wales called The Golden Sheaf. It was very

in NYC and there was this magnificent

cool to walk in and see it on display behind the

painting leaning against a brick wall. I said

counter. They really get vintage and I am so

aloud “Johnny,” since I was not only looking

happy my book is resonating with audiences

at one of his paintings, and his signature, but

there.

one that also had his image included in the

SL: What would people be surprised to learn

surrealistic montage. I asked the dealer about

about you?

its provenance and he said he found it in a

BR: While I love beautiful things, I am not

barn outside of Allentown (our hometown).

attached to them. I often give away or sell

Only after I haggled and secured it, did I tell

beautiful things I love to make room for new

the dealer it was done by my brother. He was

things. (The only exception is family pieces…

aghast and it is a story that he’s now shared

those I keep). I am sort of a foster parent for

with so many. You truly never know what

stuff. I like the hunt and the joy of placing

you’ll find at a flea market. I found a painting

things in my home or the homes of clients.

whose emotional value is very great to me and

But I don’t need to own them forever. The

it proudly hangs in the entryway to my home.

humbling thing is that stuff outlives us…so I

SL: You’ve hosted web series, TV shows, and

like to pay it forward regularly.

contributed to an impressive list of media

SL: Since this is our Holiday Issue, where

outlets. What are the most frequently asked

should a beginner start to build a Christmas

questions from collectors? And what is the

collection?

oddest “collectible” someone has asked you

BR: Look for what you remember from

about?

your childhood. It will bring you much

BR: So many people are very hopeful that a

joy to find ornaments like your parents or

family piece has financial value and that’s often

grandparents had. So many people come to me

the focus of their questions. In other words, if

brokenhearted because they didn’t get their

I tell them this family item has financial value,

family ornaments. I always tell them the same

somehow that makes it more meaningful.

thing….go to a flea market or antiques shop

Truth be told, most beloved family items are

and find ones like you had. While they might

not incredibly financially valuable and that

not have literally been the ones you had, they

really doesn’t matter in the end. What matters

will conjure up the same feelings and likely

is the comfort, connection and continuity

illicit stores of happy Christmases past. That’s

these things bring into your life. For example,

really what it’s all about!

my brother’s painting….truth is that it wouldn’t
command a high price in a retail vintage venue,
but it’s priceless to me.
SL: Through these emails you have been in
Wales. What’s in Wales?
BR: The UK is a wonderful destination for
those of us who love vintage. While in Wales,
I went to car boot sales (like a combination of
flea market and mass garage sale), charity shops
(like our thrift shops) and antiques shops. I
found wonderful poetry and porcelain. I am a
huge fan of UK Art Deco pieces from tea sets
to vases, etc. I found great things for very low

Bob Richter
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Bubbles
& Berries
The celebratory partnership of sparkling wine and cranberries

by Lenora Dannelke

A festive pop of a champagne cork announces holiday revelry, and cranberries—the tart and tangy taste of
autumn—bring an extra dimension of color and flavor to social gatherings.
These companionable tastes are advantageous to a busy host since an elegant sparkling cocktail is the soul of simplicity. Skip the shaking,
straining, or stirring, and forget about fiddling with ice. A tall flute, some well-chilled bubbly and cranberry juice or bitters are all that’s
necessary to pour on the pleasure with flamboyant style. And these alluring drinks can also be surprisingly budget-friendly. You wouldn’t want
to disrespect a truly fine champagne by diluting it, so reach for any good, moderately-priced brut champagne or prosecco: Use something dry
because the mixers will introduce extra sweetness to the drink. Your family and friends will be amazed by the bubbling complexity of these lively
libations.

Cran-Champagne Cocktail
In a classic Champagne cocktail, a sugar cube releases a fountain of
boisterous bubbles while bitters add earthy complexity. For a seasonal
spin, swap traditional Angostura bitters for cranberry bitters. While
Fee Brothers and Bittermens make commerical varieties, DIYers can
experiment with one of the numerous recipes found online.
Generous splash cranberry bitters | 1 sugar cube
5 oz. brut champagne
• Pour bitters over sugar cube, soaking thoroughly.
• Place sugar cube in bottom of champagne tulip or flute.
• Slowly pour Champagne into glass and serve immediately.
Serves 1

Prosecco Poinsettia
For a group, mix a pitcher of cranberry juice and Grand Marnier and
chill at least 4 hours before serving. The juice may be spiced with a
cinnamon stick, piece of star anise, and/or a wide strip of orange peel
studded with a clove, to taste. For a stronger kick, substitute cranberry
vodka or liqueur for 1/4 of the cranberry juice.
2 oz. well-chilled cranberry juice | 1/2 oz. Grand Marnier
2–3 oz. well-chilled prosecco | Garnish options: Orange peel twist,
orange wedge, sprig of rosemary, and/or a few frozen cranberries to chill
the drink

• Pour cranberry juice with Grand Marnier in a tulip or flute glass—
this can be done assembly-line style for multiple servings—then top
with Prosecco.
• Garnish as desired and serve at once.
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Serves 1

Cranberries and Pears Take a Cab
This sensational seasonal sauce comes from Shawn Doyle, chef/owner
of Savory Grille in Macungie. For simple nibbles, spoon a dollop atop
crackers, crostini, or other favorite carb schmeared with cream cheese,
or spread the fabulous flavor on roast turkey sliders. The heartiness of
cabernet plays well with sparkling cocktails.
1 cup cabernet | 1 cup + 2 tsp. sugar | 12 oz. (1 bag) fresh cranberries
1 tsp. grated ginger | 1/8 tsp. cayenne | 1 dash each: ground cloves,
cinnamon, salt | 2 tsp. lime zest
2 pears

• Place wine and 1 cup sugar in large saucepan.
• Warm over medium-high heat, stirring until sugar is dissolved.
• Add cranberries, ginger, cayenne, cloves, cinnamon, salt, and lime
zest and bring to a boil.
• When berries begin to pop, reduce heat to medium-low and simmer
for 20 minutes, stirring frequently, until mixture thickens. Set aside to
cool.
• Peel, core and dice pears. Coat medium skillet with cooking spray
and warm over medium-high heat.
• Add pears and 2 teaspoons sugar to pan. Cook about 2 to 3 minutes,
stirring frequently, until pears are soft but not mushy. Cool 10
minutes.
• When cranberry mixture is room temperature, stir pears into sauce.
• Transfer to a covered container and refrigerate up to 3 days before
serving.
Yields about 3 cups

Sparkling Cranberry Square Shooters
For the sugared cranberries, rehydrate 1/4 cup dried cranberries (they’re
already sweetened), drain, and blot with paper towels. Toss the cranberries
with granulated sugar, spread on a pan lined with wax paper or parchment,
and refrigerate until sugar hardens. These are also lovely as a garnish on
cakes and puddings, or even oatmeal!
2 3-ounce packages sweetened cranberry gelatin
1 cup boiling water | 1/4 cup vodka (plain or cranberry-flavored)
3/4 cup Champagne or other sparkling wine | Sugared dried cranberries
for garnish
• Place gelatin in a mixing bowl and add boiling water, stirring
until dissolved. Set aside until room temperature.
• Stir in vodka and champagne and pour into an 8x8-inch pan
and refrigerate, preferably over night.
• To serve, cut into squares and remove from pan with a small
brownie spatula. (If the squares don’t release easily, give the
pan a quick dip in warm water.)
• Garnish with sugared cranberries or as desired.
Yields 16 squares
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Reverend Beth

Goudy

T

Reverend Beth Goudy recently celebrated
twenty years at the LV Metropolitan Community
Church, an all inclusive church where she has
been marrying people years before SCOTUS
said yay. We have been talking about this
interview for at least a year. Finally, may I
present: Brownfields...

he not-Reverend Stephen Libby: Please give us a brief description of your book

book. Brownfields: Redeveloping Rusted Lives would make a great movie, television series

and what the title, Brownfields means?

or Broadway musical, so that could be where the 70s perks make an appearance. Here are

The Reverend Beth Goudy: Brownfields: Redeveloping Rusted Lives is a book about a
corrupt corporation taking advantage of workers in the city of Allentown. The scrappy
residents of one neighborhood are ready for a fight against the corporate powers but
they are all dealing with literal and spiritual brownfields. An old battery factory had

my choices for the cast of Brownfields, coming soon to a theater near you:
Andy Garcia as dynamic pastor and community leader Rev. Johnny Ramos
Lin Manuel Miranda & Selena Gomez as power couple Eddie & Isabella Ramirez
(Eddie’s an Allentown police officer and Isabella is the pastor’s daughter)

received the designation of “brownfield” and is finally going to be redeveloped, but the
new construction may or may not help the neighborhood. It’s a book about the power of
community and creatively responding to significant challenges.
The Environmental Protection Agency defines a brownfield as “real property, the
expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be complicated by the presence or the
potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant or contaminant.”
Spiritually speaking, everyone is vulnerable to pollution or corruption throughout life.
We live in a sometimes toxic culture and it takes attention and focus to thrive. Religious

Jake Gyllenhaal & JLo as surprise couple Evan Lemmon Moore & Anna Ramirez (Evan’s
a customer service representative and Anna’a a postal service worker)
Rita Moreno as hottie grandmother Consuela Gonzalez
Demi Lovato as lesbian nursing home administrator Gina Gonzalez
Harrison Ford as neighborhood leader and Korean War Veteran Richard Moyer
Kathy Bates & John Goodman as Rev. Abigail Barrett-Thompson (progressive pastor)
and Ted Thompson (Allentown School District art teacher)

folks resist toxicity through religious communities while non-religious people fight
polluting influences through communities formed via political affiliation, hobbies,
school, the workplace or ethnicity/orientation/gender identity.
SL: What made you decide to write Brownfields?
Was it a personal goal to be published? Was it a
professional goal to share information with people?

Ryan Phillippe & Kate Hudson as villains, Alan & Amy Peck (Alan’s a health insurance
company executive, while Amy’s a real estate agent)
SL: More serious, it seems for years churches were closing their doors due to low
attendance. What have you seen in the 20 years you
have been ordained and at MCC? What is different
about MCC vs other churches?

BG: It was both a personal and professional goal to
be published. I had written a non-fiction book about
brownfields from a theological perspective but it was
extraordinarily boring, a total yawner, so I never
pursued publication. A friend who read the draft
suggested I approach the topic from a different angle.

BG: It is a good thing that there is no longer cultural
pressure to be a part of a church community, as it is
vitally important that people in this country have not
just freedom “of ” religion but also freedom “from”
religion. While struggles with worship attendance are
difficult, seen positively it has meant that more people

I was inspired by a number of people who have been
a part of the church where I serve (Metropolitan
Community Church of the Lehigh Valley). I have
had the great honor of ministering with people who

in churches are seeking spiritual growth rather than
status. As Christianity becomes even more countercultural, I think it will be more meaningful for
participants.

have overcome addiction, survived abusive family
situations, succeeded after tough physical or mental
health diagnoses, fought through poverty, racism,
sexism, biphobia, homophobia and transphobia.
There are superheroes walking among us.

At MCC, we have followed these general cultural
trends, though we are a unique in our demographics,
skewing younger than most mainline congregations
and MCC consists of a membership that is majority
LGBT+-identified.

SL: I’ve heard that famous rock stars from the 70’s
get perks like drugs and hookers when they pen
their memoirs. What perks does a pastor receive for
writing a book?

I have had the privilege of journeying with people
through birth, death, marriage, job transition and all
of the various defeats and victories in life. It has been
especially thrilling to witness people “come out” of a

BG: Alas, no drugs or hookers, just the joy of

brownfield and live the life to which they are called.

completing the demanding adventure of writing a
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Addicted Underwear Breaks
Out Its “Flammable Ice”
Winter 2020 Collection

A

ddicted, the naughty little sister brand of ES Collection,

As always, all garments in the collection are finely and

is heating up winter with its “Flammable Ice” underwear

meticulously crafted by Addicted’s superior artisan team. “As a

collection. The sophisticated new line features padded garments,

men’s fashion label, materials and craftsmanship are top priority,”

some with faux fur, and introduces thermal laminated textiles

designer Carmen Monforte confirms. “More time is put into

including 3D spacer; a highly breathable, cushioned, multi-faceted

the sewing of each garment so that they are built to last, even

fabric that is water resistant and provides a solid and comfortable

through the roughest play. They are tailored to fit every body type

fit.

perfectly.”

“This winter’s underwear collection is designed to transport

Addicted’s “Flammable Ice” collection is sold directly at

men to the kingdom of their deepest fantasies,” explains Chris

AddictedUSA.com.

Lynch of Addicted USA. “It’s sporty, stylish and futuristic.” The
“Flammable Ice” collection contains tight-fitting briefs, boxers,
jocks and long johns in bold primary colors and camouflage
prints.
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HIV
GET IN CARE
STAY IN CARE

LIVE WELL

Novus Adult Care Services

Finding a health care team
that is knowledgeable about
HIV care is an important step
in managing your treatment.
NovusACS specializes in HIV
treatment & care as well as
preventative care for partners
such as PrEP: HIV Prevention.
Find a location near you
attNovusACS.com

